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RACE SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 2022
4:00 – 6:00 p.m. Packet Pick Up and Registration

Bear Creek Running
Company
121 Rufe Snow Dr., Suite 103
Keller, TX

FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 2022
3:00 – 6:30 p.m. Early Packet Pick Up

TADRA Point Trailhead

LBJ National Grasslands

SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 2022
5:30 a.m. Race Day Packet Pickup Opens
6:00 a.m. 50-Mile Start

TADRA Point Trailhead

LBJ National Grasslands

NOTE: All 50 Mile participants must have a head lamp. RACE START IS DARK!

7:30 a.m. Marathon Start
Civil Twilight 7:09 a.m. - 7:34 a.m.
Sunrise 7:34 AM

8:30 a.m. Half Marathon Start
All races will be gun timed.

5:45 p.m. 50 Milers MUST begin final out-and back segment (mile 45.6)

Note: We depend on volunteers and a timing company to execute this race successfully. To respect their time, timing chips
will be removed if you miss a cut off.
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RACE DAY
Getting To the Race
The race start is TADRA Point at the LBJ National Grasslands (Linked to Google Map for reference only). In most cases Google
Maps are good enough to get to the site. Cell coverage is pretty good to Decatur. However, as you get closer to the race site
cell coverage can be spotty in some places along the way. Please don’t depend solely on your GPS! Have a backup and plan
on arriving early so you have time to park, pay the day use fee ($10), and pick up your timing chip before your race.
IMPORTANT: As you get closer to the race site we will have large signs that say “TRAIL RUN” with directional arrows
pointing the way. We have set up these signs to make sure traffic to the race site is orderly and so we can quickly direct
everyone into the parking area.
Directions from HWY 380 in Decatur:
Take FM 730 North – Drive approximately 9 miles to CR 2461.
Turn LEFT onto CR 2461.
At the first fork, turn RIGHT onto CR2560 (There will be a couple of brown signs pointing)
Continue approximately 2.4 miles to FS900 (There will be two signs both with arrows pointing left one for TADRA
Point and the other for Cottonwood Lake)
▪ Turn LEFT on FS900 and Continue 1.8 miles to TADRA Point on the right side of the road.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Parking
Parking at TADRA requires a day use fee of $10/day per car. This will be collected at packet pickup. All fees support the
Forest Service and their projects within the LBJ National Grasslands. Thank you in advance for supporting this important work.
Volunteers will direct you on race morning. Please respect their instructions and do not park in any unauthorized area. Our
permit requires us to maintain a clear route for emergency vehicles. If you arrive early, refer to the event map at the end of
this document for designated parking areas.

Race Day Packet Pickup
If you did not go on Thursday or Friday, upon arrival proceed to packet pickup to get your bib and race swag. Allow extra time
to return to your vehicle to secure your belongings. We do not have a bag check.

Starting Your Race
Each race starts at the posted time and your race will be gun timed. All runners must have their bib visible and carry a
hydration system for water while on the trail.

Race Timing
Even though this is a chip-timed race your start time is based off of Gun Time. Be sure to arrive on time. Bibs must always be
visible so that the race director, volunteers, and other runners know what distance you are running. All splits and finish time
is based on when you cross the timing mat. You will not get an official time unless you are wearing your chip for the entire
race. The chips are sensitive to angle and proximity with the timing mat so wear the chip around your ankle, as intended.
At the end of the race, we need to get the chip back from you. If you drop from the race, please ensure that your chip is turned
in and the race timer is aware that you have left the course.
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RACE RULES
No Littering - We host the race by permit from the Forest Service. Please respect the trail. Intentional littering will not be
tolerated and is grounds for disqualification. Each aid station will have garbage bags. If you have garbage between
stations, carry until the next aid station. This includes food wrappers, cups, food items, etc.
Running the Course Correctly - Any runner who does not run the course in the proper direction/order may be disqualified
from the race. Make sure you study the course maps and understand the order and direction of the trails you will run in your race.
It is your responsibility to understand the course.
Cutting the Course - Anyone who cuts the course intentionally will be disqualified and may be banned from registering from
future Blaze Trails races. Anyone who cuts the course unintentionally may be disqualified or assessed a time penalty at the sole
discretion of the race director.
Crews are not allowed at any location other than the Start/Finish at TADRA Point. There is not enough parking at any remote aid
station for crew vehicles.
Outside Aid is not permitted. Aid is only allowed at designated aid stations.
Pacers are allowed for the 50-mile event only, and only on the final segment (mile 45.6) after 4:00 p.m. No exceptions.
Anyone violating this policy will be disqualified. Pacers are not allowed to carry any items for their runner. Runners are
only allowed to pick up their runner from the START/Finish Aid Station at TADRA Point. Pacers must check in and sign a waiver
before leaving with their runner.
Dropping from the Race - While we don’t prohibit dropping at remote aid stations, we typically do not shuttle people back to
to the start/finish except in the most dire circumstances. If you need to drop, please check out from the race and return your race
chip to the timer at the Start/Finish.
Don’t Let The Cows Out - Please close and chain the cattle gates along the course behind you. The forest service leases sections
of the grasslands for cattle grazing from time to time. Anyone violating this policy will be disqualified.
Share the Trail—with people and animals!
Grasslands is a combination of single-track and equestrian trails. If someone is behind you and ready to pass, please step to the
side and allow them to pass.
You might come across horseback riders. When approaching, talk to the riders and let them know that you are coming up.
Hearing your voice will prevent a horse from getting spooked. Give riders time to move to the side.
Cows are also sometimes in fields or even on the trail in front of you. Please run around them, giving them plenty of space.
Respect Volunteers and Race Staff - Our Volunteers are pretty darn great! Please be courteous and thank them for coming
out to support the race.
Headphones - We do not prohibit Headphone use during the race. However if you do decide to use headphones, we ask that
you listen with one ear only so you can be aware of other runners and your surroundings.
Running with Pets - While we understand that many participants enjoy participating with their dogs, it is not uncommon to
find livestock grazing, equestrian riders, and wildlife on the run course at the LBJ National Grasslands. Even with the most well
trained animals, there is always the potential for an unsafe situation to develop. Because of this, we have instituted a no animal
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COURSE MARKING
PERMANENT TRAIL MARKINGS
The LBJ National Grasslands features over 75 miles of trails. All trails start and end at the TADRA Point Trailhead. The Grasslands Trail Run course
uses approximately 45 miles of the trail system. The race uses the BLUE, WHITE,
WHITE YELLOW, and RED trails. The trails are well marked with many
different kinds of permanent markings. These include painted blazes on trees, painted horseshoes nailed to trees, wooden posts and more recently
the forest service has been installing steel mile markers. Some the painted blazes can be faded, so please make sure you look closely. This is
especially important on some sections of the White and Yellow trails where the faded colors can blend into the posts.
Notice that some of images show multiple colored blazes. These are sections of trail are where multiple trails converge. An example of this is
in the first image below. In this image there are five blazes. This is where all five trails converge coming into (or leaving) TADRA Point. Notice there
is also an ORANGE blaze. This is for the Orange trail. You will see this blaze on some sections where the Orange trail converges with other trails
(mostly on the BLUE trail).
IMPORTANT: There is one small section (3/10 mile) of the course that is only on the ORANGE trail. In 2018 the blue trail was expanded
by 2 miles to 15.1 miles (This section is shown on the course map as a dashed blue line.) To keep the course the same length this has required us
to use a 3/10 mile section of the ORANGE trail bypassing these 2 new miles of trail. The ORANGE BYPASS starts at around 9 miles into the Blue trail
and continues until 9.3 miles. This will be marked with arrows directing you onto the ORANGE bypass and back onto the BLUE trail at the end of
the bypass. Images of how this was marked in 2019 can be seen on the next page. Outside of this small section of the Orange trail and any
sections that converge with other trails you should NEVER be an an ORANGE ONLY trail. If you are, you have gone wildly off course and will
likely be getting a ton of bonus miles. So pay close attention. To visualize this please review the course map for more details.

Painted Blazes on Tree Example of where the 5
trails converge coming into TADRA Point.

Painted Blaze on Log Post. In some places
fallen trees have been reused as posts for new
blazes.

Painted Blaze on Post.

Example of the Painted Blazes on NEW steel
posts with mile markers.

Painted Blaze on Brown Carsonite Post.

Painted Blaze on Tree (Tree on Right with Yellow
Trail Blaze)

Painted Blaze on Post (Notice how tall the grass
can be on some parts of the trail)

Blue flagging tape tied to tree branch. (The
other trails have White,Yellow or Red) Flagging
tape on high tree limbs have been placed on
the trail system by equestrian groups.
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COURSE MARKING
RACE DAY - COURSE MARKINGS
On race day you will also see many kinds of temporary course markings we use to supplement the permanent trail markings to direct runners along
the course. We rely heavily on surveyor flagging tape and surveyor pin flags. For pre-dawn sections in the race run by the 50 Milers we use a variety
of reflective materials. On a limited basis, we use directional arrow signs and wrong way signs in areas where it makes sense.

Examples of these are shown below.

Examples of the surveyor flags we use on
sections of the course where there are no trees
or shrubs along the trails. These are the only
colors we use at Grasslands.

Examples of the Blue, White, Yellow and Red
flagging tape we use along the course. We only
use these solid colors to mark our course. If you
see other colors, we didn't put it there.

Examples of the reflective markers we use to
mark pre-dawn sections of the course run in
the 50 mile race.

Close up examples of some of the different
kinds of signs we currently use.

The following images show examples of how the Orange Bypass was marked for the 2019 race. This also shows examples of the different kinds of
signs we use to mark the course. Because the trail system is well marked we rely on fewer course markings during the event.

Directional arrow sign on the Blue Trail pointing RIGHT.
This example shows how the course was marked
directing runners onto the Orange Bypass from the
blue trail in the 2019 race. We use these sparingly
along the course and only in specific locations where
people tend to get turned around.

Directional arrow sign on the Blue Trail pointing
STRAIGHT. This example shows how the Orange Bypass
rejoining the blue trail was marked for the 2019 race.
We use these sparingly along the course and only in
specific locations where people tend to get turned
around.

Wrong Way sign. This example shows a Wrong Way
sign at the entrance of the 2.3 mile section of the Blue
trail we bypassed in the 2019 race. We use these
sparingly along the course and only in specific
locations where people tend to get turned around.
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COURSE
The Grasslands Trail Run course uses the multi-use trail system at the LBJ National Grasslands. The trails used for the course are the Blue,
White, Yellow, and Red trails. Note: the colors in the tables to the right correspond to the colors of the trails in the course map to the left.

Aid Station
Orange Bypass

This section is a 3/10 mile of the
Orange trail, bypassing 2.3 miles
of the Blue trail (blue dashed line).
Follow the Directional Arrows. If
you miss this you will get 2.3
Bonus Miles.

Start-TADRA Point
Outback Gate
Red Ant Pond
TADRA Point
Windmill 1
Windmill 2
TADRA Point
Outback Gate
TADRA Point
Windmill 2
Out-And-Back

Next
Trail Mile Aid
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
White
White
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Red

2.4 Miles OUT to Douglas Gate (Turnaround)
2.4 Miles BACK to TADRA Point
Blue

FINISH - TADRA Point

0
4.1
10.1
13.5
17.4
21.5
26.3
31.7
36.7
40.3

4.1
6.0
3.4
3.9
4.1
4.8
5.4
5.0
3.6
5.3

45.6
50.4

4.8

The 50 Mile Course runs the following trails:
1. Blue Trail - Full Trail Clockwise Direction 13.5 Miles
2. White Trail Counterclockwise Direction - 12.8 Miles
3. Yellow Trail Clockwise Direction- 10.4 Miles
4. Red Trail Counterclockwise Direction- 8.9 Miles
5. Blue Trail - Out 2.4 Miles - Counterclockwise Direction
to turnaround at Douglas Gate.
6. Blue Trail - Back 2.4 Miles - Clockwise direction return
to TADRA Point.

Aid Station

START - TADRA Point
Windmill 1
Windmill 2
TADRA Point
Outback Gate
Red Ant Pond
FINISH - TADRA Point

Next
Trail Mile Aid
White
White
White
Blue
Blue
Blue

0
4.0
8.0
12.8
16.9
22.9
26.3

4.0
4.0
4.8
4.1
6.0
3.4

The Marathon Course runs the following trails:
1. White Trail Counterclockwise Direction - 12.8 Miles
2. Blue Trail - Full Trail Clockwise Direction - 13.5 Miles

Aid Station

START - TADRA Point
Outback Gate
Red Ant Pond
FINISH - TADRA Point

Next
Trail Mile Aid
Blue
Blue
Blue

0
4.1
10.1
13.5

4.1
6.0
3.4

The Half-Marathon Course runs the following trails:
1. Blue Trail - Full Trail Clockwise Direction - 13.5 Miles
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AID STATIONS

Aid Station Fare
Some things you may see at the aid stations include bananas, potato chips, M&M's, fig bars, pickles, Oreos, candy, soda and more. Water and
Tailwind will be available at all aid stations. Some aid stations will also have peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Please note: this is a
cupless race. Bring your own hydration device to carry and consume fluids. Please dispose of any cups, paper, plastic, or wrappers
before leaving the aid station. There will be a trash bag along the trail on your way out.
Drop Bags
Can be left at a designated area at the start/finish aid station (TADRA Point) for all 50-Miler. Drop bags will not be brought to any other aid
station. See the event map at the end of this document for the location of the Start/Finish Aid Station. Please make sure your drop bag is
water resistant. We cannot guarantee that it will stay dry in the event of rain.
NOTE: Everyone will run the blue trail which includes six miles between the two aid stations. Be sure to fill up on water and calories at
Outback Gate aid station before continuing on to the Red Ant Pond aid station. During warmer years and non-pandemic years we MAY
add an unmanned WATER ONLY aid station mid-way (approx. 3 miles) between the Outback and Red Ant Pond aid station.** If we do this
the amount of water will be limited, so please be considerate of other runners and only take the water you need to make it to the next aid
station.
Medical
We will have first aid supplies at each aid station.
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EVENT SITE MAP
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RACE SPONSORS
Each of the companies listed below have donated time, products or services to help us put on a better race. Please support the companies
that support our sport. To learn more about our sponsors, click on their logo below to visit their website.
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